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Search(for(New(Physics(at(the(Planck(

Energy(Scale(

⇒   EP = !c5 /G ≈1019GeV
Observable$Consequences:$

General$Rela'vity$ Quantum$$
Field$Theories$

Quantum$Gravity$
(avoid$singulari'es$of$GR)$



Probe(Physics(at(the(Planck(Energy(

Scale(with(Astronomical(Observa4ons(

Blazar$or$
$$$$$GRB$

•$Effects$are$suppressed$by$(Eγ/EP)n$with$n≥1.$
•$Tiny$Effects$accumulate$over$cosmological$distances$(Colladay$&$
Kostelecky$1997,$AmelinofCamelia+$1998)$!$sensi've$tests$with$
op'cal/UV$to$gammafray$photons.$



Gamma$Ray'Time'of'Flight'Measurements'
Constrain$'me$dispersion$of$photons$with$energies$E1$&$E2:$

VERITAS,$MAGIC,$
HESS,$CTA.$

Fermi/AGILE$

Accuracy$depends$on:$
f$Photon$sta's'cs.$
H(Time(scale(of(flares(

(msec(to(min).(

This implies Dt , th 2 tstart and thus sets a lower limit on MQG. We
have conservatively used the 31-GeV photon, even if another photon
gave a stricter limit, because it is less sensitive to the exact choice of
tstart or to intrinsic lags. In the following, we describe several possible
different assumptions along with the astrophysical reasoning behind
them and the corresponding lower limits on MQG, starting from the

most conservative assumption, and ending with the least conserva-
tive assumption (which is still very likely, and with good astrophy-
sical motivation).

No high-energy photon has ever been detected before the onset of
the low-energy emission in a GRB. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that
the 31-GeV photon was emitted before the observed onset of
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Figure 1 | Light curves of GRB 090510 at different energies. a, Energy
versus arrival time with respect to the GBM trigger time for the 160 LAT
photons that passed the transient off-line event selection (red) and the 161
photons that passed the onboard c-ray filter (blue), and are consistent with
the direction of GRB 090510. The solid and dashed curves are normalized to
pass through the highest energy (31 GeV) photon and represent the relation
between a photon’s energy and arrival time for linear (n 5 1) and quadratic
(n 5 2) LIV, respectively, assuming it is emitted at tstart 5 230 ms (black;
first small GBM pulse onset), 530 ms (red; main ,1 MeV emission onset),
630 ms (green; .100 MeV emission onset), 730 ms (blue; .1 GeV emission
onset). Photons emitted at tstart would be located along such a line owing to
(a positive) LIV-induced time delay. b–f, GBM and LAT light curves, from

lowest to highest energies. f also overlays energy versus arrival time for each
photon, with the energy scale displayed on the right side. The dashed-dotted
vertical lines show our four different possible choices for tstart. The grey
shaded regions indicate the arrival time of the 31-GeV photon 610 ms (on
the right) and of a 750-MeV photon (during the first GBM pulse) 620 ms
(on the left), which can both constrain time delays of either sign. b and c show
background-subtracted light curves for GBM NaI in the 8–260-keV band
and a GBM BGO in the 0.260–5-MeV band, respectively. d, LAT events
passing the onboard c-ray filter. e, LAT transient class events with
E . 100 MeV. f, LAT transient class events with E . 1 GeV. In all light
curves, the time-bin width is 10 ms. In b–e the per-second count rate is
displayed on the right for convenience.
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GRB$090510$
Abdo+2009$

8f260$keV$

>1$GeV$

Δt  [s]0 2

δv <ζ 5( )0 E
EP

ζ 5( )0 < 0.13
(Vasileiou+2013)$

GRB$090510$(Fermi):$



Polarimetric'Measurements'
Group$velocity$depends$on$photon$energy$and$helicity.$
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at$frequency$f:$T=1/f.$

Limit$from$Polarimetry$is$by$a$factor$~106$“bemer”!$

ζ 5( )0 < 2×10−7δv <ζ 5( )0 E
EP

Polarized$UV/op'cal:$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$(Fan+2007)$



Theore4cal(Framework:(Standard(

Model(Extension((SME)(

Kostelecký$$et$al.$(Colladay1&1Kostelecký11997,1998,1Kostelecký11&1Mewes12002,1Kostelecký12004,1

Kostelecký1&1Mewes12009):$
•$The$ac'on$of$the$Standard$Model$is$the$0thforder$term$in$an$expansion$
approxima'ng$a$more$complete$quantum$gravity$theory.$
•$Astronomical$observa'ons$can$constrain$the$nonfzero$contribu'ons$of$nonf
standardfmodel$$operators$in$the$Lagrangian.$
$
$
$

Mass'
Dimension'

Lor.'Inv.'
Viola?on?'

CPT'
Viola?on?'

Photon'
Group'Vel.'

d=5$ Yes$ Yes$

d=6$ Yes$ No$
δv < ΔE
δv < ΔE 2

Polariza'on$obs.$
constrain$all(expansion$

coefficients.$
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II. BASIC THEORY

This section discusses the theory and basic features
of the quadratic action for electrodynamics allowing for
arbitrary Lorentz and CPT violation. We begin with a
discussion of the SME procedure for constructing the La-
grange density associated with the effective photon prop-
agator. Attention is focused primarily on the case with
conventional U(1) gauge invariance and translational in-
variance. The resulting effective field theory conserves
charge, energy, and momentum. It represents an explicit
presentation of all Lorentz-violating operators for pho-
ton propagation that are consistent with observer covari-
ance. Following the construction of the theory, we ex-
tract a complete set of coefficients for Lorentz and CPT
violation and discuss some of their basic properties. A
technique for deriving covariant dispersion relations is
presented and used to obtain a general covariant disper-
sion relation for the photon in the presence of arbitrary
Lorentz and CPT violation. The issue of conditions for
birefringence is considered, and we offer some remarks
about the connections between birefringence, metricity,
and electromagnetic duality.

A. Construction

A low-energy Lorentz-violating theory that is both co-
ordinate independent and consistent with current obser-
vational data can be written as a Lagrange density con-
taining sums of standard polynomial tensor operators
contracted with coefficients for Lorentz violation [7]. The
coefficients may be viewed as background fields inducing
Lorentz violation, and they can correspond to vacuum ex-
pectation values of fundamental tensor fields. Applying
this general idea to source-free linear electrodynamics,
we arrive at an action S that is a quadratic functional
of the photon field Aµ and its derivatives. The action S
can then be expanded in a sum of terms S(d) of the form

S(d) =

!
d4x Kα1α2α3...αd

(d) Aα1∂α3 . . . ∂αd
Aα2 , (1)

where d is the dimension of the tensor operator. Each
term S(d) violates CPT if d is odd or preserves CPT if d
is even. The coefficients Kα1α2α3...αd

(d) have mass dimen-
sion 4 − d. In general, they can be dynamical and can
depend on spacetime position. We can ensure invariance
of S under spacetime translations, and hence obtain the
usual conservation of energy and momentum, by restrict-
ing attention to the case of constant coefficients. Con-
stant coefficients may arise naturally, but they may also
represent the dominant components of dynamical back-
ground fields or an averaged effect.

Size estimates for the coefficients for Lorentz violation
depend on the details of their origins. Since the effects
are expected to be small, it is natural to suppose the
Lorentz-violating operators are suppressed by some large

mass. The intimate connection between Lorentz sym-
metry and gravity suggests the relevant scale is set by
Planck-scale physics and therefore by the Planck mass
MPlanck. Various scenarios can be imagined, although
the absence of a satisfactory underlying theory combin-
ing gravity and quantum physics, and hence the lack of
specifics concerning possible Lorentz violations, makes
such scenarios a matter of surmise and likely naive. For
example, one simple estimate has coefficients varying as
K(d) ∼ ζM4−d

Planck, where ζ is of order 1. This means oper-
ators of renormalizable dimension d ≤ 4 are unsuppressed
relative to conventional physics. Observations then im-
ply only the operators d ≥ 5 are experimentally viable,
so the dominant new physics is controlled by nonrenor-
malizable terms. Another class of scenarios has Lorentz-
violating effects suppressed by a factor involving some
power of the ratio m/MPlanck, where m is an appropriate
low-energy scale. In these cases, the Lorentz violation
may be related to one or more of the known hierarchies
in nature [9]. For example, taking m ∼ 102 GeV as the
electroweak scale gives a dimensionless suppression factor
of some power of ∼ 10−17 for Lorentz-violating physics
compared to conventional effects.

While a general study of all possible operators of the
form (1) would be of interest, it would be rather cum-
bersome and introduce various features in addition to
Lorentz violations, thereby complicating both theoreti-
cal and experimental considerations. The possibilities
are simplified somewhat by restricting attention to oper-
ators that maintain the conservation of energy, momen-
tum, and electric charge. This implies focusing on the
case of constant coefficients and requiring U(1) gauge in-
variance. The latter imposes certain symmetries on the
Lorentz-violating operators, thereby reducing the total
number of independent coefficients.

The first step in imposing these symmetries is to iden-
tify properties of the coefficients Kα1α2α3...αd

(d) that follow
from the intrinsic structure of S. One property of the co-
efficients is total symmetry in the d−2 indices {α3 . . .αd}.
Another can be displayed by integrating Eq. (1) by parts
d − 2 times. This reveals that the only coefficients con-
tributing to CPT-odd terms are antisymmetric in the
first two indices of Kα1α2α3...αd

(d) , while the only ones con-
tributing to CPT-even terms are symmetric. The same
conclusion follows by considering the contributions to the
variation of the action:

δS(d) =

!
d4x Kα1α2α3...αd

(d)

"
∂α3 . . .∂αd

A[α2

#
δAα1]±

+ surface terms, (2)

where the minus and plus signs apply for CPT-odd and
CPT-even terms, respectively, and where the brackets
[ ]± indicate symmetrization and antisymmetrization.

With these intrinsic symmetries understood, term-by-
term gauge invariance can be imposed and the resulting
additional symmetries of S(d) identified. The usual U(1)
gauge invariance, representing symmetry of the action

Results:(



How$good$can$we$get?$
Assump'ons:$(i)$Detect$GRBs$at$z=1;$(ii)$Measure$difference$of$arrival$'mes$of$
photons$with$energies$0.1E$and$E$with$1msec$accuracy.$$
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d = 5,δv ~ ΔE
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Planck$Energy$Scale$$

d=6,$'me$dispersion$
d=6,$polariza'on$

Eγ ≥ 20 MeV

d = 6,δv ~ ΔE 2



Summary(

•$Xfray$and$gammafray$Bming1and1polarimetry1observa'ons$
have1already1been1used1to$search$for$new$physics$at$the$Planck$
energy$scale.$
•$The$Standard$Model$Extension$(SME)$gives$us$a$theore'cal$
framework$to$parameterize$the$results$and$to$relate$different$
types$of$measurements$to$each$other.$
•$Polarimetry$gives$the$most$sensi've$constraints$on$the$
coefficients$of$massfdimension$5$operators.$$
•$The1next1fronBer:$polarimetric$observa'ons$of$blazars$and$
GRBs$at$cosmological$distances$at$>20$MeV$energies$can$
constrain$the$coefficients1of1massQdimension161operators.$
•$Requirement:$detec'on$of$~20%$polariza'on$degrees$of$
Blazars$and/or$GRBs$at$z~1.$$


